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2007 Indian romantic thriller directed by Anurag Singh and produced by Raj Kanwar. In the film, which takes place in 19th century India, a young boy Narani gets into an accident under strange circumstances and becomes a slave. He is saved from death by the kind woman Raghu. Narani and Ragha live on the ocean in the house of the magician Sonid. Sonid, also known as kuman, was the very
noble prince who returned freedom to Narakhani. True, in his past there is a dark secret, to reveal which, without revealing his name, he was instructed by two - an old magician and a student of Sonidu, a blind boy. They also provided him with plans to fulfill the demands of the two villains. It is not their plan for Narakhi to do something with himself, they want him to help people, which means he

must find a solution to the problem, using all the opportunities that life throws at him. After all, two forces whose well-being depends on Naraka's answer, Ragh and the evil magician Satala, take care of him and feed him with their own forces. On the plantations of Father Narai, where slavery is put on stream, captives, runaway slaves work. Their number is growing rapidly and soon they will
completely clean up the island. Although the forces of good have already been defeated on land, there is still an island in the Pacific Ocean where torture and cane discipline serve as a sure way to keep slaves in obedience. In this island, the old fisherman Jodu lives, who, despite the threats and contempt of others, raised his son and raised him as a person.In the service of this noble magician

Narakhan, who is called Soneda, there is a boy given to him as an apprentice: the same Naranya who saved Ragha's life in childhood. Unfortunately, Naraha finds herself in the company of her tormentors and becomes a prisoner of the old magician. The two have to reveal their cards, which they cannot help using. It turns out that in reality, Sonedai is not a good wizard, but an evil one, and he is just
a murderer who dreamed of revenge, and whose only desire in life is to take revenge for his past, and take over the inheritance of Satoshi, a fisherman on a neighboring island, who passionately dreams of revenge on his former master, Sonada. To do this, he needs Narania's help. H
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